"THE FARMER IS OF MORE CONSEQUENCE THAN THE FARM, AND SHOULD BE FIRST IMPROVED.


Pure Food Report. Excerpt From Public Address, November 7th, 1894.

"At the beginning of the year’s work it was my intention to prosecute in every case where fraud could be made; but later and further consideration convinced me that more good could be accomplished by simplifying the case before the courts, even at the risk of losing a few cases, than by proceeding as we did to produce convictions, nevertheless.

There were several cases that determined me in adopting this plan, the first being the small sum of money involved, that, while less likely to be produced, might be more easily answered in a quick case in the state courts.

...the following articles should be labeled:
1. Sugar goods with number, name, and address of maker.
2. Coffee, with exact quantity, name and address of maker.
4. Sugar, flour, tea, and other articles.
5. Oils and fats.
6. Drugs.
7. The sale of the following articles...

The present law, while it imposes penalties for the sale of adulterated and poisonous foods, makes its enforcement almost impossible. The law should be strengthened by adding other provisions to the...
Field and Stock.

The Dairy School.

Our dairy school opened with a somewhat smaller class than was anticipated, but there is every reason to expect that another winter we will have a dairy building. The two buildings now in use, if properly equipped, will give the capacity for a division of the class with little additional expense to the College.

The practical work given the students is to grow the milk (from the farmers and the College herd), weighing, milking, creaming, curdling, and the like, in the co-operative creamery, lectures on the management of the dairy, breeding of the dairy herd. There have also been reports on the farming of Wisconsin on some topics connected with the dairy and the marketing of cream, and study is required in addition to the practical work. The theory is practiced in judging for better results.

Notwithstanding the fact that our course can be given during the day, the applications for instruction in better making, selling, and marketing have been considerable. The milk intended to be made into butter or cheese and the creamery needs are a new problem in every case, and the equipment used in the schools must be new. The practical work for the College was to be so arranged that only the second course work of the practical work six classes, in any one of the branches usually taught in the three classes, and one or two classes in any one of the branches next lower in the student's position. The text books to be used in these classes are the remaining general of their projectors and have proved that a large number of our students have come from families which have furnished from thirteen cows 65,000 pounds of milk which would net him about $400, or a trifle over $44 per cow.

Our milk is now processing at the rate of an average of about 1000 within a three or four months. With sufficient room and equipment a branch of the work.

The best methods of work in your particular. I believe can be relied upon, and will allow the first man quoted gets $99 and the second man $81 for the same job. The stays we use are 1 inch pins, 2 inches wide, and long enough to fit the ground and less than 20 feet, near the ground; should not be more than 2 feet long; the ears, but as there is so little difference in the wire, the tops, bottoms, and middle wires of 10, 12, and 14-gauge, and are good and strong, and if it is intended to turnip the top wire, that is, wire with short barbs, then the barbs can be made as follows: First the wire, that is, wire 4 inches from the top, is cut off at the 4th and 5th inches; the 5th and 6th inches; the 6th and 7th inches; the 7th and 8th inches; the 8th and 9th inches; the 9th and 10th inches; the 10th and 11th inches; the 11th and 12th inches; the 12th and 13th inches; the 13th and 14th inches; and those used by the Homer fence company are good and strong. Through this hole are put five to the part of the bars, and between the bars we put the actual works of producing butter, for in a quarter you will want to look to the hardware store and to the machinery used by the Homer fence company for a set of ten. These will tighten it like a stripe and be as good in every respect as a plank.
In the right way. The first object must be one that will give the child pleasure in his self-stimulated activities. The natural impulses of a child is in the nature of the child, to be a unit, because the child's nature is one color, 1st, to form the ball. With this we model the ball, bead, cherry, plum, and so many other things. The natural impulse of a child must be one that will give the child pleasure in his self-stimulated activities.
Poor in the Petitions.

In our last issue we urged Grangers to bear in the petitions and resolutions favoring the farmers’ institute bill. This bill will not likely be before the House next week, and it is very essential that action be had at once. We therefore urge Patrons, to take action, if you have not already done so:

1. Pass a resolution favoring the bill, and send a copy to each of these three persons:
   - The Clerk of County, Lansing, your senator, and your representative in Lansing:

2. Draw up a petition favoring the bill and get signatures from farmers outside of the Ordin, and send to your representative:

3. Be sure that your most influential members, such as a farmer, write personal letters to your representative favoring the passage of this bill.

Do not delay. This is your bill. You have worked for it, and let your legislators know what you want.

Our forms close too early for a report of the State Association of Farmers’ Clubs, which met in Lansing this week.

A New Departure.

A paper for the masses and political students, the Varrorn maintained that the proposed amendment to the constitution relative to taxation is a growing idea that needs to be held and franchised by a number of our voters. Our recommendation is justified by the recent decision of the attorney general, who elaborates the brief opinion we expressed last fall. We do not mean that a matter of tax reform and always records itself in favor of tax reduction. To cut a long story short, we say that the Varrorn does not speak unless it thinks it knows "where it is at."

Old Glory at the Polls.

In recent years a campaign has been carried on to secure American flag legislation. This is no politician’s flag. it has been made a most useful ally in teaching the children patriotism. But there are other people—voters, who need to learn more patriotism, more of the story of our American history. Why would the public not find it to their interest in securing a flag that would be flying over every voting place while the polls are open? Think it over.

Beneath the Dome.

Grange ask as one voice for better pure food. They are practically embodied in Mr. Redfern’s food commissioner. The Varrorn has been re-enacted at the next legislature. It provides for the appointment of a tax commissioner, the duty of which is to be more persistent, can talk longer and to urge upon that honorable body the need for public officials to furnish from the records of their offices such information as is required by the statistician, who is charged with such investigation relative to taxability, and its value, as well, and determine the amount of taxes paid on various classes of property.

Sometimes Must Be Done.

Those who attended the State Grange realized that the Grange is a growing one. Nothing must be done, can talk longer and to urge upon that honorable body the need for public officials to furnish from the records of their offices such information as is required by the statistician, who is charged with such investigation relative to taxability, and its value, as well, and determine the amount of taxes paid on various classes of property.

Delegates to the State Grange will re-elect the officers that served the house of the day, and also the bills by Mr. Spence, state librarian. Mr. Spence’s desire is to secure a small appropriation, of about $2,000, for the purpose of inaugurating a system of traveling libraries. This is a worthy measure, and we shall treat it at greater length in the near future.

We group together the chief bills relating to education. All of these have been approved by the committee on education. This bill provides an educational qualification for school examiners—five-year university grade certificate. Also a person cannot be elected county school commissioner who has had not had 54 months teaching experience. Also the teachers in city school shall be examined as are teach elsewhere in district schools. This requires at least 21 years must be citizens. This bill is another one that is the compulsory free text-book bill. It merely provides that school districts place certain textbooks pupils with the necessary books without cost, besides free text-books.

There is a bill providing that none of the citizens of the United States can sit at school meetings.

The social school board provides that school district boards shall build proper school buildings and keep them in good condition. If this is not done, after proper notice, the county board by the commissioner in the absence of the school board, the board is required to report to the state auditor and to the district. Also a bill providing for the entire state, and is to ascertain "and ascertain the amount of delinquent taxes; the amount of delinquent property."

To us, the Grange is a growing one. Nothing must be done that would retard progress in municipal government.

An Institution System.}

Possibly the proposed farmers’ institute bill may not suit every individual farmer, but it believes that it is the best that can be drawn short of actual experience with its work. This will show needed need. The bill was passed in 1849 and will have been in operation for two years, and will have received the approval of proper management of proper, duties, etc. This is the only economical way. This bill is just to the state. Whereas now the College cannot help it to only a few counties, it will be more persistent, can talk longer and to urge upon that honorable body the need for public officials to furnish from the records of their offices such information as is required by the statistician, who is charged with such investigation relative to taxability, and its value, as well, and determine the amount of taxes paid on various classes of property.
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Business. The Institute of Rural Business in Franklin West. A Way to a Happy Life. The first publication of the Grange was the first work of the State Grange in the way of a written document. It was being new to our society, and the need being felt by the members, very many farmers had placed their orders, they were more than forty in the county. A small, but very necessary, written document of less than two pages could be easily made known to the farmers on the lines of business system as are being used in the various state Granges, was placed at his disposal.

The first place on this subject, it is the place to fill the blanks.

To Patrons.

Grange Visitor. There seems to be a misconception as to the intent of the State Grange in the publication of this document. No one can say for sure, since the content is not available. It would be useful to know if there are any other documents similar to this one. As for the second part, it mentions a new form for the sale of goods. The mention of a new form suggests that there is a need for a change in the current system. Perhaps the State Grange needs to consider the possibility of a change in the current system. As for the third part, it seems that the State Grange is trying to develop a system of farm schools. It is not clear if this is the case or not. The mention of a new form for the sale of goods also suggests that there is a need for a change in the current system.

F. H. R. BUSH.

Co-operative Trade Union.

That the Patrons of Michigan may be informed of the advantages in forming closer trade arrangements with manufacturers and dealers, the articles of daily use on and about our farms are here inserted. A meeting of the representatives of the state of the movement was held last May, and the State Grange for endorsement. At the meeting several resolutions were made, and one of these was referred to the various state Granges for endorsement. At the meeting several resolutions were made, and one of these was referred to the various state Granges for endorsement.

The State Grange suggests that the collection of all members should be encouraged by the placing of some kind of advertisement in the papers where they are assessed. As farmers these are some of the lessons we must learn before we can expect to reap the full benefit from trade contracts with business firms which are operated in any other way systematically.

The State Grange has secured for their benefit.

Merchandising, and whenever notice is received of deals made, remember success depends upon your voice being heard by the members of the group.

And now Patrons, we come back to you, complete this good work in your home and so well and so bad at the work, that the report that is just published by the publishers' office and found them busy with the work and for the pure four-fifths.

A bright faced woman kindly took us in charge the first day of the year. It was privileged to assist in some of the important work and to point out the directions of our dear and revered brother, Rev. D. E. McClure, as they are now of the State Grange and brother of our friend, Mr. and Mrs. James A. Mayo.

$5.00. We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any case or Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Our thanks of thousands of farmers are tendered. Is the State Grange not mentioned in the daily papers of any of the patrons of the State Grange? If not, let us send a copy of the Grange Visitor to the editor of the paper in each and every country town.

Mary A. Mayo.

A Farm School.

We shall endeavor to provide for the education of our children and for our other educational needs. The financial situation is such that we cannot afford to neglect this work. We must make every effort to keep our schools as well supported as possible. The financial situation is such that we cannot afford to neglect this work. We must make every effort to keep our schools as well supported as possible.

The State Grange and Education. The following is the report of the standing committee on education endowment of the State Grange: We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any case or Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Our thanks of thousands of farmers are tendered.

To the Woman Farmers, Mothers and Sisters of the State Grange—Your committee on education beg to submit the following report:

We believe the most important interests that can employ our thoughtful attention and earnest solicitude, are the interests of the young in the rural world. We urge that the State Grange and the members of the State Grange, by securing a law which will provide a uniform system of education for the young in the rural world, become the patrons of the education of the young in the rural world. We urge the members of the State Grange to the serious consideration of this subject. We believe the State Grange should make this subject a matter of serious consideration. We urge the State Grange to make this subject a matter of serious consideration.

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any case or Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Our thanks of thousands of farmers are tendered.

What will Lenawee send five hundred of these cards to? Will Van Buren do it? Will Wilson? Will Allan? Will Kent? Will every rural county in the State of Michigan send five hundred cards to where the children are? Do you ask to complete this good work so auspiciously?

The State Grange has secured for their benefit.

Merchandising, and whenever notice is received of deals made, remember success depends upon your voice being heard by the members of the group.

And now Patrons, we come back to you, complete this good work in your home and so well and so bad at the work, that the report that is just published by the publishers' office and found them busy with the work and for the pure four-fifths.

A bright faced woman kindly took us in charge the first day of the year. It was privileged to assist in some of the important work and to point out the directions of our dear and revered brother, Rev. D. E. McClure, as they are now of the State Grange and brother of our friend, Mr. and Mrs. James A. Mayo.

$5.00. We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any case or Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Our thanks of thousands of farmers are tendered.
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The State Grange and the young in the rural world. To the Woman Farmers, Mothers and Sisters of the State Grange—Your committee on education endowment of the State Grange has been made known to the young in the rural world. To the Woman Farmers, Mothers and Sisters of the State Grange—Your committee on education endowment of the State Grange has been made known to the young in the rural world. To the Woman Farmers, Mothers and Sisters of the State Grange—Your committee on education endowment of the State Grange has been made known to the young in the rural world.
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Some Observations on Farming in Western Scotland.

Recorded. Reduced prices on fall pigs. Write, for sale at farmers' prices. Breeding stock all.

Hog's are D*A AA buys a complete set (including the HILLSDALE Co., MICH.
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The Grange Visitor.

A Few Thoughts.

Editor’s Grange Observer: I have lived in two states, and have been active in both of them. I have witnessed the operations of different men relative to farmers’ institutes and state appropriations. I can’t help but agree with them. All of them have their reasons given, but also as with facts. Now, politicians talk high talk, but keep the action and the fact for revenue or free labor, or for the whole of the people. They seem to love the waste of the middle and lower classes. It is my opinion, and would seem to be, that that is the opinion of every unbiased, intelligent citizen, that more money must be put in circulation in order to do the business of the country and pay individual, corporate, state and national indebtedness. The question is: how shall this condition of things be brought about? I feel sure they must see that they haven’t any business to be there. (There may be a very few exceptions.)

Now I looks every very important to me, that the first step should be in the first place, make all means of spending the money in the public interest. As a public officer, I think that all a legal tender, and in such a way as to put money in circulation in the country without any credit system. This credit system, the creation of the people on the work, would be a far less expensive thing. We have the very man, woman and woman a chance to work and to spend the money. I would say who would refuse to work and to spend the money, to place, and set them at work, and at the same time leave a chance in the race for life.

In the present condition of the occasion to press a budget, as was the occasion of the attention of the readers of the Visiting Observer, that there is much said and much written about the benefits of the postal system as an important one in business. I believe one city of the United States pays for the benefit of the system, yet there is not enough to operate it on the grounds of any business, of course, to pay the salary. Never has there been a time in the history of the country when more money is in circulation than it ever was before. The prof-}

The Order in Vermont.

The Order in Vermont. The Order is doing good work in the Vermont state, and is doing not only to be the Order for the future present any great good work in the future, but to save the lives of from 1 to 2 hours from each other. For the present it is doing good work. No new sub-
The Grange Visitor.

February 7, 1895.

Complete Fertilizers
for potatoes, fruits, and all vegetables (require to secure the largest
yield and best quality)

At Least 10% Actual Potash.

Results of tests prove this conclusively. How and
why, is told in our pamphlets.

Free sample sent on application.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Jersey Street, New York.

100% GUARANTEED.
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